













The. volume. of. NOx. and. SO2. emissions. each. year.
from.unregulated,. grandfathered.power.plants.dem-
onstrates.that.the.goal.of.the.CAA’s.PSD.program,.to.
ensure. that. air. quality. standards. under.NAAQS.do.
not.in.effect.become.a.ceiling,.has.achieved.only.lim-
ited.success ..One.significant.challenge.under.the.PSD.
program. is. the.difficulty. associated.with. identifying.
major.emitting.facilities.that.have.made.major.modi-
fications .. This. repeatedly. results. in. statute-of-limi-
tations. problems. for. enforcement. efforts .. To. resolve.
this.enforcement.difficulty,.reviewing.courts.have.split.
into. two. competing. interpretations. of. the. statutory.
and.regulatory.requirements.of.the.PSD.program ..The.
proper. interpretation.of. the.CAA.and.EPA’s. regula-
tions.demands.that.PSD.requirements.be.interpreted.
to.impose.ongoing.operational.obligations .
The.Clean.Air. Act. (CAA)1. Amendments. of. 1970.were. signed. into. law. in. order. “to. protect. and.enhance.the.quality.of.the.Nation’s.air.resources.
so.as. to.promote. the.public.health.and.welfare.and. the.
productive. capacity. of. the. population .”2. This. legisla-
tion.was.drafted. to. subject.new. sources.of.pollution. to.
strict.pollution.control,3.as.well.as.“guarantee.the.prompt.
attainment. and. maintenance. of. specified. air. quality.
standards .”4.However,.the.Amendments.“grandfathered”.
preexisting.pollution.sources,.thereby.permitting.them.to.




lished. both.nonattainment. new. source. review. (NNSR).
and.prevention.of.significant.deterioration.(PSD),.collec-














sioners. estimated. that. eliminating.grandfathered.power.
plants.would.reduce.total.U .S ..sulfur.dioxide.(SO2).emis-
sions. by. 40%. and. total. nitrous. oxide. (NOx). emissions.
by.15% .9.These.figures.demonstrate.that.enforcing.NSR.
can.dramatically. reduce.SO2.and.NOx.emissions. in. the.
United. States ..This.Article.will. analyze. two.barriers. to.
successful. PSD. implementation. among. grandfathered.
sources ..First,.there.is.a.split.among.federal.district.courts.
and.courts.of.appeal.regarding.whether.federal.statutory.
1 .. 42.U .S .C ..§§7401-7671q,.ELR.Stat ..CAA.§§101-618 .
2 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7401(b)(1).(2010) .
3 .. Jonathan.R ..Nash.&.Richard.L ..Revesz,.Grandfathering and Environmental 
Regulation: The Law and Economics of New Source Review,.101.Nw ..U ..L ..
Rev ..1677,.1678.(2007) .
4 .. Alaska.Dep’t.of.Envtl ..Conservation.v ..EPA,.540.U .S ..461,.469.(2010) .
5 .. Nash.&.Revesz,.supra.note.3,.at.1678 .
6 .. Id..at.1682.(noting.that.legislators.were.aware.that.the.useful.life.of.a.power.
plant.was.30-40.years) .
7 .. New.York.v ..EPA,.413.F .3d.3,.12-13,.35.ELR.20135.(D .C ..Cir ..2005) .
8 .. Id..at.13 .
9 .. Bruce.Biewald.et.al .,.Grandfathering.and.Environmental.Compa-
rability:. An. Economic. Analysis. of. Air. Emission. Regulations. and.
Electricity.Market.Distortions.3.(June.11,.1998),.available at.http://
www .synapse-energy .com/Downloads/SynapseReport .1998-01 .NARUC .
Grandfathering--Air-Emission-Regulation-and-Distortions .98-U06 .pdf .
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and. regulatory. PSD. provisions. contemplate. failure. to.
comply.as.a.single,.discrete.violation.or.as.ongoing.viola-
tions.for.each.day.a.facility.operates.without.complying ..




I. Statutory and Regulatory Framework
The.PSD.program,. codified. in. 42.U .S .C .. §§7470-7479,.
contains. emissions. limitations. and. other. measures. nec-
essary. to. prevent. significant. deterioration. of. air. quality.
in.regions.that.have.been.designated.as.in.attainment.or.
unclassifiable .10.In.other.words,.the.PSD.program.ensures.






defined. in. 42.U .S .C .. §4411(a)(4),. are. incorporated. into.
any.requirement.where.the.term.“construction”.is.used .14.
Thus,.preconstruction.requirements.apply.equally.to.new.
construction. and. modifications .. PSD. preconstruction.
requirements.comprise.eight.obligations. that.begin.with.
a. source. obtaining. a. permit. prior. to. commencing. con-
struction.or.a.modification .15.These.permits.are.generally.





person.who.owns.or.operates. a. source. for.which.a.pre-




The. U .S .. Environmental. Protection. Agency. (EPA).
also.has.promulgated.regulations.to.implement.the.PSD.
10 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7471.(2010) .






from. the. following. types. of. stationary. sources:. fossil-fuel. fired.
steam.electric.plants.of.more.than.two.hundred.and.fifty.million.
British.thermal.units.per.hour.heat.input .  .  .  .
. 42.U .S .C ..§7479(1).(2010) .
13 .. See.id..§7475 .




15 .. Id..§7475(a)(1)-(8) .
16 .. See infra.Part.II .
17 .. 42. U .S .C .. §7475(a)(4). (2010) ..The. regulatory. and. statutory. definitions.
for.the.emissions.limitation.“best.available.control.technology”.will.be.dis-
cussed.at.length.in.the.analysis.of.the.PSD.program ..See infra.Part.II .A .
18 .. Id..§7475(a)(7) .
program .19.States.are.required.to.develop.analogous.PSD.
regulations. to. incorporate. into. their. respective. state.
implementation.plans. (SIPs);.however,. the.provisions.of.
the. federal. regulations.are.applicable. to.any.SIP. that. is.
denied.with.regard.to.PSD .20.EPA.has.limited.the.scope.
of. the. PSD. program. on.modified. sources. to. instances.
of.major.modifications,. as.defined.by. the. regulations .21.
These.regulations.also.codify.the.proper.implementation.
of. CAA. PSD. preconstruction. requirements,. including.
the. following. provisions .. First,. any. owner. or. operator.
who. constructs. or. operates. a. source. or. a. modification.
not. in. accordance. with. the. terms. of. a. preconstruction.
permit. or. who. fails. to. apply. for. or. receive. approval. to.
construct. or.modify. the. source,. shall. be. subject. to. an.
enforcement. action .22. Second,. any. major. modification.
“shall.apply”.the.BACT.standard.for.each.regulated.NSR.
pollutant. that. results. in.a. significant.emissions. increase.
and.net. emissions. increase. from. the. source .23.Finally,. a.
source.must.also.conduct.ambient.monitoring.following.




nisms ..Under. the.Act,. the.EPA.Administrator.or. a. state.
may. issue. an. order. or. seek. injunctive. relief. necessary. to.
prevent.the.construction.or.modification.of.a.source.that.




ing. failure. to. obtain. or. comply. with. a. preconstruction.
permit .26.Any.citizen.may.commence.a.civil.action.against.
any.person.who.proposes. to. construct. or. constructs. any.
new.or.modified.major.emitting.facility.without.the.pre-
construction. permit. required. by. the. PSD. program .27.
Finally,.as.noted.above,.EPA.regulations.provide.that.own-
ers. or. operators. of. a. facility. that. begins. construction. or.
a.major.modification.without. approval. are. subject. to. an.
enforcement.action .28
19 .. 40.C .F .R ..§52 .21.(2011) .
20 .. Id..§52 .21(a)(1) .
21 .. Id..§51 .166(b)(2)(i).(“Major.modification.means.any.physical.change.in.or.
change.in.the.method.of.operation.of.a.major.stationary.source.that.would.
result.in.a:.significant.emissions.increase. .  .  ..of.a.regulated.NSR.pollutant.
 .   .   .  ;. and. a. significant.net. emissions. increase. of. that. pollutant. from. the.
major.stationary.source .”) .
22 .. Id..§52 .21(r)(1) .
23 .. Id..§52 .21(j)(3) .
24 .. Id..§52 .21(m)(2) .
25 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7477.(2010) .
26 .. Id.. §7413(b)(1);. see also. 40.C .F .R ..§19 .4. (2011). (adjusting. the. statutory.
penalty. under. §7413(b)(1). to. $37,500. for. all. violations. occurring. after.
January.12,.2009) .
27 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7604(a)(3).(2010) .
28 .. 40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(r)(1).(2011) .















alterations. to. their. facility. did. not. meet. the. regulatory.
definition.of.a.major.modification,. so. there.was.no.need.






in. this. way .32.However,. if. a. facility. does. not. voluntarily.
report.an.alleged.modification,.it.can.be.very.difficult.for.
EPA. or. citizen. groups. to. discover. such. a. modification,.
especially.one.that.is.only.a.change.in.the.facility’s.method.
of. operations .. Proving. a. violation. can. also. be. difficult,.
because.without.post-construction.monitoring. there.may.
be.no.evidence.that.a.modification.resulted.in.a.significant.





The. CAA. does. not. establish. a. statute-of-limitations.
period.for.violations.of.its.PSD.provisions ..Consequently,.
the.general.federal.statute.of.limitations,.under.28.U .S .C ..
§2462,.applies .34.Under.§2462,.a.claim.for.civil.penalties.
29 .. See supra.note.12 .
30 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).(2010) .
31 .. Disputes.about.what.modifications.properly.invoke.PSD.obligations.have.
led.to.a.significant.amount.of.litigation ..See, e.g.,.Environmental.Defense.
v ..Duke.Energy.Corp,.549.U .S ..561,.576-77.(2007).(determining.whether.





operation.without. invoking.PSD);. see also, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Alabama.
Power.Co .,.681.F ..Supp ..2d.1292,.1312,.38.ELR.20193.(N .D ..Ala ..2008).
(a.court.will.consider.whether.modifications.were.“routine”.in.reference.to.
the.industry.as.a.whole);.see also, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Westavco.Corp .,.675.
F ..Supp ..2d.525,.537.(D ..Md ..2009).(improvements.to.an.operator’s.power.
boilers.are.major.modifications.for.purposes.of.PSD.obligations.if.they.pro-
duce.a.significant.change.in.emissions) .
32 .. See supra.notes.25-27 .
33 .. 40.C .F .R ..§51 .166(b)(2)(i).(2011) .
34 .. Sierra.Club. v ..Otter.Tail. Power.Co.,. 615. F .3d. 1008,. 1013-14. (8th.Cir ..
2010);.Nat’l.Parks.and.Conservation.Ass’n,.Inc ..v ..Tennessee.Valley.Author-
ity,.502.F .3d.1316,.1322.(11th.Cir ..2007) .
must. be. brought.within. five. years. of. the. date.when. the.
claim.first. accrues .35. In. the. instance. of. a. PSD. violation,.
for.failure.to.obtain.a.preconstruction.permit,.a.claim.for.
civil. penalties.first. accrues.on. the.date. that. construction.
or. a.modification. commences .36.However,. as.mentioned.
above,.it.is.frequently.difficult.for.EPA.or.citizens.groups.
to. discover. a. major. emitting. facility’s. failure. to. seek. a.









provisions. imposing. liability. under. the.PSD.program ..A.
majority. interpretation.has.emerged.stating.that.a. failure.
to.obtain.a.preconstruction.permit.is.a.single.discrete.viola-
tion.on. the.date. that. construction.or.modification. com-
mences .38. However,. a. number. of. courts. have. adopted. a.
minority.position.that.each.day.a.facility.operates.after.a.
major.modification.without.complying.with.preconstruc-
tion. requirements. is. a. new. and. separate. violation. of. the.





35 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1014 .
36 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).(2010).(the.jurisdictional.trigger.for.a.violation.of.PSD.
preconstruction. requirements. contemplates. a. “major. emitting. facility. on.
which.construction.is.commenced”);.see also, e.g., Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1014.
(42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).clearly.contemplates.that.a.claim.for.violation.first.ac-
crues.upon.commencement.of.the.relevant.modification);.see also, e.g.,.TVA,.
502.F .3d.at.1323.(observing.that.violations.of.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).occur.
when.construction.or.a.modification.begins) .
37 .. See, e.g.,.New.Jersey.v ..Reliant.Energy.Mid-Atlantic.Power.Holdings,.No ..
07-CV-5298,.2009.WL.3234438,.at. *2. (E .D ..Pa ..Sept ..20,.2009). (New.
Jersey.filing.suit.in.2007.against.Reliant.Energy.for.alleged.PSD.violations.
beginning.in.1982);.see also, e.g.,.TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1318.(a.citizens.suit.filed.
in.2007.against.the.TVA.for.an.alleged.modification.that.occurred.between.
1982.and.1983);. see also, e.g.,.United.States.v .. Illinois.Power.Co.,.245.F ..
Supp ..2d.951.(S .D ..Ill ..2003).(the.United.States.filing.suit.in.2003.for.al-
leged.PSD.violations.beginning.in.1984) .
38 .. See, e.g.,.United.States.v ..EME.Homer.City.Generation,.823.F ..Supp ..2d.
247,.at.*11,.41.20326,.41.ELR.20326.(W .D ..Pa ..Oct ..12,.2011).(citing.
that.the.majority.rule.is.that.“a.failure.to.obtain.a.PSD.permit.is.a.one-time.
violation.and. is.not. a. continuing.violation”);. see also, e.g.,.United.States.




39 .. See, e.g.,.Sierra.Club.v ..Dairyland.Power.Cooperative,.No ..10-cv-303-bcc .,.
2010.WL.4294622,. at. *10. (W .D ..Wis ..Oct .. 22,. 2010). (citing. that. dis-
trict.courts.in.at.least.three.circuits.found.PSD.violations.to.be.ongoing.for.
statute-of-limitations.purposes);.see also, e.g.,.Sierra.Club.v ..Portland.Gen-
eral.Electric.Co.,.663.F ..Supp ..2d.983.(D ..Or ..2009).(declining.to.adopt.
the.majority.position.and.holding.that. the.PSD.program.applies. to.both.
construction.and.operation.of.a.major.source) .
40 .. Dairyland Power,.2010.WL.4294622,.at.**9-10;.see also Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.
at.1018.(the.Eighth.Circuit.decision.that.failure.to.obtain.a.preconstruction.
permit.is.a.one-time.violation);.see also TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1322.(the.Eleventh.
Circuit.deciding. that.violations.of.preconstruction. requirements.occur. at.
the.time.of.construction,.not.on.a.continuing.basis) .
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courts.in.four.circuits,.including.the.U .S ..Court.of.Appeals.
for. the. Sixth.Circuit,. have. taken. the. opposite. view. that.




1. Proper Construction of Statutory and 
Regulatory PSD Provisions




only. contemplate. preconstruction. actions. by. a. major.
emitting.source,.then.enforcement.suits.are.properly.pre-
cluded. five. years. after. construction. commences .. How-
ever,. if. these. requirements. demand.ongoing.operational.
compliance,.then.the.statute.of.limitations.should.not.bar.
an. enforcement. action. filed. while. the. modified. facility.
remains.in.operation .
The.statutory.preconstruction.requirements.of.the.PSD.
program.are.written. in.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a) ..This. section.
includes. eight. conditions. that.must. be. satisfied. before. a.
major.emitting. facility.may.commence.construction.or.a.
modification .42.The.first. condition,.numerically,. is. that. a.
facility.must.obtain.a.preconstruction.permit.setting.forth.
emissions. limitations .43. Other. conditions. include. imple-
menting. BACT. and. conducting. post-construction. emis-
sions. monitoring .44. Several. courts,. including. the. Eighth.
and. Eleventh. Circuits,. have. found. the. requirement. to.
obtain.a.preconstruction.permit.to.subsume.the.remaining.
seven. conditions,.meaning. no. condition. should. be. con-
sidered. as. independent. of. the.permitting.process .45.Oth-
ers.have.found.the.preconstruction.requirements.to.be.set.
forth.as.eight.wholly.independent.conditions .46
The. structure. of. §7475(a). lists. each. preconstruction.
requirement. as. an. independently. numbered. subpara-
graph .47. No. preconstruction. requirement. is. listed. as. a.
subparagraph. to. the. first. requirement,. the. responsibility.
41 .. Dairyland Power,. 2010.WL. 4294622,. at. **9-10;. see also. National. Parks.




42 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a)(1)-(8).(2010) .
43 .. Id..§7475(a)(1) .
44 .. Id..§§7475(a)(4),.(7) .







46 .. See, e.g.,.New.York.v ..Niagara.Mohawk.Power.Corp.,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.650,.
664-65.(W .D .N .Y ..2003).(the.preconstruction.requirements.are.set.forth.as.
eight.independent.subparagraphs.to.subsection.(a),.not.as.subparagraphs.to.
subparagraph.(1));.see also, e.g.,.Dairyland Power,.2010.WL.4294622,.at.*5.
(the.eight.conditions.set.forth.in.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).are.not.subsumed.by.
the.initial.requirement.to.obtain.a.preconstruction.permit) .
47 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a)(1)-(8).(2010) .




New York v. Niagara Mohawk49.and.followed.by.the.Dis-
trict.Court.for.the.Western.District.of.Wisconsin.in.Sierra 
Club v. Dairyland Power .50.Yet,.the.structure.of.the.federal.
regulations. implementing. these. preconstruction. require-
ments.differs.slightly.from.the.statutory.language ..Under.
40.C .F .R ..§§52 .21(j)(3).and.(m)(2),.a.major.modification.
shall. apply. BACT. and. conduct. post-construction.moni-
toring. of. emissions. for. regulated. pollutants,. respectively ..
However,. §52 .21(a)(2)(ii). states. that. the. requirements. of.
paragraphs. (j). through. (r). apply. to. the. construction. or.
major.modification. of. a. new. or. existing.major. emitting.
source ..Several.courts,.including.the.Eighth.Circuit,.have.
read. this. provision. to.demand.BACT.and.other.precon-
struction.requirements.be.incorporated.into.a.facility’s.pre-
construction.permit .51.These.courts.bolster.their.reasoning.
by. explaining. that. under. §7475(a),. all. eight. conditions.
must.be.satisfied.prior.to.commencing.construction,.which.
is.when.the.permitting.process.occurs .52
If. all.preconstruction. requirements. are. subsumed. into.
obtaining.a.permit,. the. logical.outcome.is. that. failure.to.
obtain. such. a.permit. is. a. single.discrete. violation ..How-
ever,. the. decision. in.Niagara Mohawk. demonstrates. that.
sinking. all. preconstruction. requirements. into. the.permit.
requirement.is.not.necessary.to.find.a.one-time.violation.of.
the.CAA’s.PSD.provision .53.In.Niagara Mohawk,.the.court.
held.that.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).and.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(a)(2)
(ii).demand.that.each.preconstruction.requirement.apply.
independently. and. only. once. at. the. time. of. the. con-
struction. or.modification .54.Therefore,.Niagara Mohawk.
achieved. the. end. result.of. a.one-time.violation,.without.
sinking.all.preconstruction.requirements.into.one.overall.
permitting.requirement .
Reading. the. statutory. and. regulatory. PSD. provisions.
to.demand.that.all.preconstruction.requirements.be.incor-
porated. into. the. obligation. to. obtain. a. preconstruction.
permit. is. an. illogical. interpretation ..The. structure. of. 42.
U .S .C ..§7475(a).clearly.constructs.each.requirement.as.an.
independent.subparagraph.to.subsection.(a) ..Furthermore,.
40. C .F .R .. §52 .21(a)(2)(ii). makes. absolutely. no. mention.
of. preconstruction. permits .. Section. 52 .21(a)(2)(ii). limits.
48 .. Id.
49 .. 263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.664-65 .
50 .. Dairyland Power,.2010.WL.4294622,.at.*5 .
51 .. Sierra.Club. v ..Otter.Tail. Power.Co .,. 615. F .3d. 1008,. 1016-17. (8th.Cir ..
2010);.United.States.v ..Illinois.Power.Co .,.245.F ..Supp ..2d.951,.955.(S .D ..
Ill .. 2003). (finding. that. the. requirements. of. 42.U .S .C .. §7475(a). and. 40.
C .F .R ..§52 .21.are.subsumed.as.preconstruction permit.requirements);.United.
States.v ..Midwest.Generation,.694.F ..Supp ..2d.999,.1004.(N .D ..Ill ..2010).
(finding.that.EPA.regulations,.specifically.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(a)(2)(ii),.pro-
hibit.only.construction.or.modification.without.a.preconstruction.permit) .
52 .. See Otter Tail,. 615. F .3d. at. 1017. (reasoning. that. the. practical. nature. of.
BACT.demands.that.it.be.tailored.to.a.facility.during.the.permitting.pro-
cess);.see also Midwest Generation,.694.F ..Supp ..2d.at.1007.(holding.that.the.
enumerated.requirements.under.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).are.not.freestanding,.
but.are.tied.to.the.application.for.a.preconstruction.permit) .
53 .. Niagara Mohawk,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.665 .
54 .. Id..at.661 .
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the. application. of. BACT. and. post-construction.monitor-
ing. to. instances. of. construction.or. a.major.modification,.
but. a. logical. reading. of. this. section. cannot. rewrite. those.
requirements.into.a.permit.condition ..Section.52 .21(a)(2)(ii).
is.properly. read. to.demand.that.construction.or.a.modi-
fication,. and.not. some. other. action. by. a.major. emitting.
facility,.triggers.BACT.or.post-construction.monitoring .55.




gers. a. violation .. Therefore,. preconstruction. permitting,.







Regardless. of. a. court’s. interpretation.of. the.preconstruc-
tion. permitting. process,. this. interpretation. is. commonly.
accepted.by.courts.adopting.either.the.majority.or.minor-
ity.approaches.to.implementing.the.statute.of.limitations .57.
Courts. aligning.with. the.majority. and.minority. diverge.
when. considering.whether. violations. are. complete. at. the.
time.of. construction.or. a.modification,. or.whether.PSD.
requirements. contemplate. ongoing. operational. obliga-






The.language.of.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).makes.no.mention.
of.operation;.instead,.it.focuses.on.actions.to.be.taken.prior.
to. construction. or. a. modification .58. Courts. taking. the.
majority.position.have.held.that.the.preconstruction.nature.
of.the.PSD.program.demands.that.it.only.impose.obliga-
tions.when. construction.or. a.modification. commences .59.
55 .. “The.requirements.of.paragraphs.(j).through.(r).of.this.section.apply to the.
construction. .  .  ..or.the.major.modification”.of.a.major.stationary.source ..40.
C .F .R ..§52 .21(a)(2)(ii).(2011) ..The.language.“apply.to.the”.demonstrates.
that.the.actions.of.construction.or.a.major.modification.trigger.the.require-
ments.of.paragraphs.(j).through.(r) .
56 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).(2010) .
57 .. See, e.g., Niagara Mohawk, 263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.661. (adopting. the.major-
ity. approach. that. violations. of. preconstruction. requirements. apply. only.
at. the. time. of. construction. or.modification);. see also, e.g.,.United. States.
v ..Illinois.Power,.245.F ..Supp ..2d.951,.956.(S .D ..Ill ..2003).(aligning.with.
the.majority.view,.stating.that.preconstruction.violations.occur.when.actual.
construction.or.modification.commences,.not.at.some.later.point);.see also, 
e.g.,.United.States.v ..American.Elec ..Power.Service.Corp ..(A .E .P .),.137.F ..
Supp ..2d.1060,.1066.(S .D ..Ohio.2001).(taking.the.minority.position.that.
preconstruction.requirements.clearly.contemplate.limitations.after.a.source.
is.constructed.or.modified.as.well.as.for.operation.of.the.facility) .
58 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).(2010) .
59 .. United.States.v ..Westavco,.144.F ..Supp ..2d.439,.444.(D ..Md ..2001).(hold-
ing.that.§7475(a).is.entitled.“Preconstruction.requirements,”.and.therefore,.
unambiguously. applies. to. construction,. not. operation. of. a.major. emitting.
source);.Illinois Power,.245.F ..Supp ..2d.at.957.(finding.that.the.plain.lan-
guage.of.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a).“demonstrates.that.any.preconstruction.viola-
tion.occurs.when.actual.construction.is.commenced,.not.at.some.later.point.
In.Sierra Club v. Otter Tail Power Co.,.the.Eighth.Circuit.
concluded. that.with. no.mention. of. operation,. the.CAA.
was.not.designed.to.impose.operational.conditions.under.
the. PSD. program .60.The. Eleventh. Circuit.made. a. simi-
lar.determination,. in.TVA,61. that. the.obligation. to.apply.
BACT.and.other.preconstruction.requirements.are.simply.
prerequisites. for. approval. of. a. modification,. not. condi-
tions.for.lawful.operation ..Courts.in.the.majority.have.also.
relied.on.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(a)(2)(ii).to.hold.that.post-con-
struction.monitoring.and.BACT.requirements.only.apply.




rather. than.operational. conditions ..Finally,. courts. in. the.
majority.finding.that.preconstruction.permits.subsume.all.
other.preconstruction.requirements.have.determined.that.
BACT.and.other. limitations. cannot. be. ongoing.because.
they.are.permit.conditions.that.must.be.applied.during.the.
permitting.process .63
Courts. aligning. with. the. minority. interpretation. of.
the.PSD.program.have. focused.on.what. each. individual.
preconstruction. requirement.demands,. rather. than.using.
timing. to. interpret. the. program. as. a.whole .64.With. this.
analysis.in.mind,.some.requirements.of.the.statutory.PSD.
program. only. contemplate. preconstruction. review .. The.
provisions.of.42.U .S .C ..§§7475(a)(2).&.(6),. for.example,.
relate. to. proper. permitting. review,. public. participation,.
and.air.quality.analysis ..Other.provisions,.however,. indi-
cate.ongoing.requirements.related.to.a.facility’s.operation ..





reduction.of. each.pollutant.  .   .   .. emitted. from.or.which.
results. from. a. major. emitting. facility.  .   .   .. taking. into.
account. energy,. environmental,. and. economic. impacts.
in.time”);.Niagara Mohawk,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.661.(determining.that.the.
Act’s.preconstruction.requirements.apply.only.at.the.time.of.construction,.
not.on.a.continuing.basis) .
60 .. Sierra.Club.v ..Otter.Tail.Power.Co .,.615.F .3d.1008,.1015.(8th.Cir ..2010) .
61 .. Nat’l.Parks.and.Conservation.Ass’n,.Inc ..v ..Tennessee.Valley.Authority,.502.
F .3d.1316,.1324.(11th.Cir ..2007) .
62 .. Niagara Mohawk,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.661;.Illinois Power,.245.F ..Supp ..2d.
at.956;.United.States.v ..Midwest.Generation,.694.F ..Supp ..2d.999,.1004.
(N .D ..Ill ..2010) ..The.requirements.included.in.paragraph.(j)(3)—BACT—
and.(m)(2)—post-construction.monitoring—apply.to.the construction.or.the 
major modification. of. a.major. emitting. facility .. 40.C .F .R .. §52 .21(a)(2)(ii).
(2011) .
63 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1016-17;.Midwest Generation,.694.F ..Supp ..2d.at.
1007.(finding.that.it.is.the.original.failure.to.obtain.a.permit.that.violates.
PSD.provisions,.“there.is.no.obligation.to.apply.[BACT].in.the.abstract”);.
United.States.v ..EME.Homer.City.Generation,.823.F ..Supp ..2d.247,.at.**6,.




64 .. Sierra.Club.v ..Dairyland.Power.Cooperative,.No ..10-cv-303-bcc,.2010.WL.
4294622,.at.*10.(W .D ..Wis ..Oct ..22,.2010).(courts.adopting.the.majority.
approach. to. the. statute-of-limitations. issue.have. focused.on. the. “precon-
struction”.title.of.the.PSD.statutory.section) .
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and.other.costs.  .   .  .. achievable.for.such.facility.through.
application of production processes and available methods, 
systems, and techniques,. including. fuel. cleaning,. clean.




a. requirement. established. by. the. State. or. the. Adminis-
trator.which.limits.the.quantity,.rate.or.concentration.of.
emissions.of.air.pollutants.on.a.continuous basis, including 
any requirement relating to the operation or maintenance of 
a source to assure continuous emissions reduction, and.any.
design,.equipment,.work.practice.or operational standard.
promulgated.under.this.chapter .66





Ohio. and. the.District.Court. for. the.Eastern.District. of.
Pennsylvania,.in.United States v..Ohio Edison.and.New Jer-
sey v. Reliant Energy.held.that.because.BACT.is.an.emis-
sions. limitation,. a. source. that. invokes. the.PSD.program.
has.an.ongoing.obligation.to.implement.BACT .68









source .70. Furthermore,. the. District. Court. for. the.West-
ern.District.of.Wisconsin.has.also. interpreted.42.U .S .C ..
§7475(a)(3),. the. requirement. that. an. owner. or. operator.
demonstrate.that.construction.or.operation.of.a.facility.will.
65 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7479(3).(2010).(emphasis.added) ..Federal.regulations.use.the.
same.definition.for.BACT ..40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(b)(12).(2011) .
66 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7602(k).(2010).(emphasis.added) ..Federal.regulations.do.not.
define.the.term.“emissions.limitation .”.See.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21.(2011) .
67 .. Dairyland Power,.2010.WL.4294622,.at.*13 .
68 .. United.States.v ..Ohio.Edison,.No ..2:99-CV-1181,.2003.WL.23415140,.at.
*5,.33.ELR.20253.(S .D ..Ohio.Aug ..7,.2003).(finding.that.under.the.Act,.
the.requirement.to.implement.PACT.controls.construction.and.operation.
of. the. facility);.New. Jersey. v .. Reliant. Energy.Mid-Atlantic. Power.Hold-
ings,.No ..07-CV-5298,.2009.WL.3234438,.at.**15-16.(E .D ..Pa ..Sept ..20,.
2009). (holding. that.BACT. is. an. “emission. limitation”. as. defined.by. the.
act,.and.therefore,.operates.as.an.ongoing.operational.requirement);.see also.
Sierra.Club.v ..Portland.General.Electric.Co.,.663.F ..Supp ..2d.983,.993.(D ..
Or ..2009).(holding.that.the.obligation,.under.the.PSD.program,.to.utilize.
BACT.as.an.owner.or.operator.is.ongoing) .
69 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a)(7).(2010);.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(m)(2).(2011) .
70 .. Portland General Electric,. 663.F .. Supp .. 2d. at. 993. (finding. that. “ongoing.
monitoring.requirements.indicate.that.a.facility.is.subject.to.the.PSD.pro-






After. reviewing. the. relevant. case. law,. the. logic.of. the.




emissions. limitation. under. 42.U .S .C .. §7602(k). is. incor-
porated. by. reference .. An. emissions. limitation. is. not. a.
particular. technology. that. is. implemented.at. the. time.of.
construction;. rather,. it. is. an. emissions. rate. that.must. be.
established.on.a. “continuous basis,. including. any. require-
ments.relating.to.the.operation.or.maintenance.of.a.source.




lished. on. a. “continuous. basis,”. including. requirements.
relating.to.the.operation.of.a.facility ..Under.this.definition,.
BACT.cannot.be.achieved.by.a.facility.unless.it.is.treated.
as. an. ongoing. obligation. that. interacts. with. a. facility’s.
operational. emissions ..Therefore,. for. a. facility. to. comply.
with. the.PSD.program,.BACT.must. be. implemented. as.
an.ongoing.emissions.limitation ..The.majority.challenges.
this. application. of. the.BACT. standard. by. asserting. that.
40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(a)(2)(ii).demonstrates.that.EPA.chose.to.
limit.the.application.of.BACT.and.other.ongoing.require-
ments.to.construction.or.major.modifications .73.The.major-








Other. preconstruction. requirements. also. demonstrate.
that. the. PSD. program. was. drafted. to. include. ongoing.
operational. requirements .. Post-construction. monitoring,.
required. under. the.Act. and. federal. regulations,75. cannot.
be. completed. at. the. time.of. construction.or. a.modifica-




to. increased. emissions. and. the.monitoring. results.would.
be. useless. numbers .. Fortunately,. the. BACT. standard. is.
redefined.on.a.“continuous.basis,”.and.if.monitoring.dem-
onstrates.a.negative.effect.on.air.quality,.BACT.“produc-
tion.processes,. systems,. and. techniques”. can.be. adjusted.
accordingly .. Finally,. §7475(a)(3). illustrates. the. ongoing.
considerations.of.the.PSD.program.because.the.owner.or.
operator.of. a. facility.must.demonstrate. that. the. facility’s.
71 .. Dairyland Power,.2010.WL.4294622,.at.*12 .
72 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7602(k).(2010) .
73 .. See supra.note.62 .
74 .. See supra.note.55 .
75 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7475(a)(7).(2010);.40.C .F .R ..§52 .21(m)(2).(2011) .





These. requirements,. taken. together,. demonstrate. that.
the. title. “preconstruction. requirements”.merely. describes.
when.these.provisions.attach,.rather.than.the.nature.of.the.
requirements.themselves ..As.stated.by.the.District.Court.
for. the.District.of.Oregon,.“it. is.difficult. to. see.how.the.
program. could. effectively. prevent. significant. deteriora-






28.U .S .C ..§2462.should.give.consideration. to.a. facility’s.
failure.to.implement.ongoing.operational.commands .





tive. discrete. violation. that. is. independently. actionable .78.
Therefore,. claims. for. civil. penalties. are. timely. insofar. as.
they.are.limited.to.violations.that.occurred.within.the.five.
years.preceding. the. initial. complaint .79.This. reasoning. is.
echoed.by.each.district.court.applying.the.minority.inter-
pretation.of. the.PSD.program .80.Moreover,. adopting. the.
position.of.the.majority,.that.a.violation.of.the.PSD.pro-
gram.constitutes.a. single.discrete.violation,.would.vitiate.
the.penalty.provision.under.42.U .S .C ..§7413(b) ..A.single.




clearly. run. counter. to. the. goal. of. preventing. significant.
deterioration.of.air.quality ..Consequently,.claims.for.civil.
penalties.against.major.emitting.facilities,. such.as.grand-
fathered.power. plants,. that. conduct.major.modifications.
but.do.not.report.these.modifications.or.implement.PSD.
76 .. Sierra.Club.v ..Portland.General.Electric.Co.,.663.F ..Supp ..2d.983,.993.(D ..
Or ..2009) .
77 .. 480.F .3d.410,.417.(6th.Cir ..2007) .
78 .. Id.
79 .. Id..at.420 .
80 .. See, e.g.,.United.States.v ..American.Elec ..Power.Service.Corp ..(A .E .P .),.137.




e.g.,.Portland General Electric,.663.F ..Supp ..2d.at.994.(holding.that.each.day.
a.facility.operates.absent.BACT.and.other.PSD.requirements.constitutes.a.
discrete.violation.of.the.CAA. .  .  ..and.noting.that.this.interpretation.does.
not.eliminate.the.statute.of.limitations,.a.defendant.can.only.be.liable.for.
the.five.years.preceding.suit);.see also, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Ohio.Edison,.No ..
2:99-CV-1181,.2003.WL.23415140,.at.**5-6,.33.ELR.20253.(S .D ..Ohio.
Aug ..7,.2003).(holding.that.the.defendant.was.liable.for.each.day.it.operated.
in.violation.of.PSD.requirements. .  .  ..and.noting.that.the.plaintiffs.may.not.
seek.civil.penalties.for.days.of.violation.more.than.five.years.prior.to.filing.
their.complaints) .
81 .. Sierra.Club.v ..Dairyland.Power.Cooperative,.No ..10-cv-303-bcc,.2010.WL.
4294622,.at.*15.(W .D ..Wis ..Oct ..22,.2010) .
requirements,. should. not. be. time-barred. five. years. after.




2. Title V Permitting Program
The. CAA’s. Title. V. permitting. program,. 42. U .S .C ..









The. first. problem. with. the. interpretation. that. ongo-
ing. PSD. operational. requirements. should. be. enforced.
through.Title.V.operational.permits.is.that.this.interpreta-
tion.assumes.that.all.PSD.requirements.are.subsumed.into.




ously,.this.is.a.flawed.interpretation.of.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a) .85.
Preconstruction. requirements. are.drafted. as. independent.













82 .. 42.U .S .C ..§7661a(a).(2010) .
83 .. See, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Illinois.Power,.245.F ..Supp ..2d.951,.955.(S .D ..Ill ..
2003).(noting.that.“for.whatever.reason,.the.Government.chose.to.allege.a.
violation.of.the.Act’s.preconstruction.permit.requirements.contained.in.42.
U .S .C ..§7475.rather.than.a.violation.of.the.Act’s.operating.permit.require-
ments.as.set.forth.in.42.U .S .C ..§7661);.see also, e.g.,.United.States.v ..South-
ern.Indiana.Gas.and.Electric,.No ..IP.99-1692-C-M/F,.2002.WL.1760752,.
at.*5,.32.ELR.821.(S .D ..Ind ..July.26,.2002).(questioning.the.government’s.
choice.to.allege.violations.of.preconstruction.requirements.under.42.U .S .C ..
§7475.rather.than.violations.of.operating.permit.requirements.set.forth.in.
42.U .S .C ..§7661);. see also, e.g.,.Sierra.Club.v ..Otter.Tail.Power.Co .,.615.
F .3d.1008,.1015.(8th.Cir ..2010).(finding.that.42.U .S .C ..§7661a(a).prohib-
its.operation.except.in.compliance.with.a.permit) .
84 .. See, e.g.,. Illinois Power,. 245.F .. Supp ..2d. at.955. (finding. that.BACT.and.
other.operational.obligations.are.preconstruction.permit.requirements);.see 
also, e.g.,.Southern Indiana Gas and Electric,.2002.WL.1760752,.at.*5.(find-
ing.that.the.Act.and.relevant.federal.regulations.clearly.punish.commencing.
construction,.not.operating.an.unpermitted.facility.following.construction) .
85 .. See supra.Part.II .A .
86 .. Citizens.Against.Ruining.the.Environment.v ..EPA,.535.F .3d.670,.672.(7th.
Cir ..2008) .
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As. stated. by. the.U .S ..Court. of. Appeals. for. the. Fifth.
Circuit. in.United States v. Marine Shale Processors,. “the.
CAA. statutory. scheme. contemplates. at. least. two. differ-
ent. types. of. air. permits. unhappily named. ‘preconstruc-
tion.permits’.and.‘operating.permits,’.with.confusion.easily.
resulting.from.the.fact.that.preconstruction.permits.often.










3. Concurrent Remedy Doctrine
By.its.terms,.28.U .S .C ..§2462.applies.to.claims.for.“any.
civil.fine,.penalty,. or. forfeiture .”.Therefore,. if. the. statute.
of.limitations.bars.a.suit.for.legal.relief.five.years.after.con-
struction.or.a.modification.is.commenced,.an.enforcement.
suit. seeking.equitable. remedies,. such.as. an. injunction. to.









legal. right. is.barred.by. the. local. statute.of. limitations .”88.
This. doctrine. is. particularly. important. in. the. PSD. con-
text.where. courts. adopting. the.majority. position. strictly.
enforce. the. five-year. statute. of. limitations. from. the. date.
that.construction.or.a.modification.is.commenced .
In.Otter Tail.and.National Parks and Conservation Ass’n 
v. TVA,.the.Eighth.and.Eleventh.Circuits.each.dismissed.
legal. claims. for. violations. of. PSD. requirements. as. time-
barred.under.28.U .S .C ..§2462 .89.However,.in.both.cases,.
the.citizen.plaintiffs.also.sought.injunctive.relief.against.the.
respective.defendant.power.plants .90.Accordingly,.the.two.
circuits.applied. the.concurrent. remedy.doctrine. to.deter-
mine.whether. a. citizen.plaintiff.may.maintain. a. suit. for.
87 .. 81.F .3d.1329,.1355,.26.ELR.21012.(5th.Cir ..1996) .
88 .. 309.U .S ..280,.289.(1940) .
89 .. Sierra.Club.v ..Otter.Tail.Power.Co .,.615.F .3d.1008,.1018.(8th.Cir ..2010);.
Nat’l.Parks.and.Conservation.Ass’n,.Inc ..v ..Tennessee.Valley.Authority,.502.
F .3d.1316,.1326.(11th.Cir ..2007) .
90 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1018;.TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1327 .
equitable.remedies.if.legal.remedies.are.time-barred .91.The.
citizen.plaintiffs.urged.the.courts.to.adopt.the.standard.of.





support. the. plaintiffs’. position .93. In.United States v. Tel-




on.the.same.facts.as.a.legal.claim ..Similarly,.in.Saffron v. 




to.prevent ..The.courts. in.Otter Tail and.TVA.used.these.
decisions.to.hold.that.citizen.suits.seeking.injunctive.relief.
are. time-barred.under. the.concurrent. remedy.doctrine. if.
legal.claims.for.violations.of.PSD.requirements.are.time-
barred.under.28.U .S .C ..§2462 .96
The.decisions. in.Otter Tail. and.TVA.do.not.complete.
the. analysis. of. the. concurrent. remedy.doctrine’s. applica-
tion.to.PSD.enforcement ..Both.Otter Tail.and.TVA.were.
citizen.suits.rather.than.government.enforcement.actions ..
The.Tenth.and.Eleventh.Circuits,.in.United States v. Banks.
and. Telluride Co.,. have. carved. out. an. exception. to. the.
concurrent. remedy.doctrine. for.government.enforcement.
in. the.Clean.Water.Act. (CWA)97. context;. this. exception.










91 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1018-19;.TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1326-28 .
92 .. Id..at.1327.(citing.United.States.v ..Cinergy.Corp .,.397.F ..Supp ..2d.1025,.
1032.(S .D ..Ind ..2005));.Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1018.(citing.397.F ..Supp ..
2d.at.1032) .
93 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1019;.TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1327-28 .
94 .. United.States.v ..Telluride.Co .,.146.F .3d.1241,.1248.n .12,.28.ELR.21334.
(10th.Cir ..1998);.Nemkov.v ..O’Hare.Chicago.Corp .,.592.F .2d.351,.354-55.
(7th.Cir ..1979) .
95 .. 561.F .2d.938,.940.(D .C ..Cir ..1977) .
96 .. Otter Tail,.615.F .3d.at.1019;.TVA,.502.F .3d.at.1327-28 .
97 .. 33.U .S .C ..§§1251-1387,.ELR.Stat ..FWPCA.§§101-607 .
98 .. United.States.v ..Banks,.115.F .3d.916,.919,.28.ELR.20060.(11th.Cir ..1997).
(establishing. an. exception. to. the. concurrent. remedy.doctrine. so. that. the.
statute.of.limitations.cannot.bar.the.government’s.ability.to.act.the.enforcer.




99 .. 502.F .3d.at.1327.(noting.that.“Banks.carved.out.an.exception.to.the.con-
current. remedy.doctrine. so. that. statutes.of. limitations. cannot.operate. to.
bar.claims.brought.by.the. federal.government. in. its. sovereign.capacity.as.
enforcer.of.environmental.regulations) .




The. weight. of. authority. interpreting. the. concurrent.
remedy. doctrine. does. not. demonstrate. approval. of. citi-
zen.suits. seeking.equitable. relief.when. legal. relief. for. the.
same.cause.of.action. is. time-barred ..The.Supreme.Court.
sought.to.bar.suits.in.equity.where.“the.suit.is.brought.in.
aid. of. a. legal. right .”101.This. language. does. indicate. that.
suits. seeking. equitable. remedies. for. the. same. legal. right.
as.a.time-barred.legal.claim.should.be.barred.as.a.concur-




tiple.circuits.of. the.principle.espoused. in.Banks,. that. the.
government. cannot. be. precluded. from. seeking. equitable.
remedies.by.the.concurrent.remedy.doctrine ..The.reason-
ing. in.Banks. is. well-supported,. because. the. government.
has.a.critically.important.role.in.enforcing.environmental.
statutes ..Furthermore,.the.extension.of.Banks.to.the.CAA.
context. is. logical. because. the. government. has. an. identi-
cal.enforcement.role.under.the.CAA.as.it.does.under.the.
CWA .. Precluding. the. concurrent. remedy. doctrine. from.
barring.government. enforcement. can.drastically. improve.




injunction.to.prevent.a. facility. from.further.operation. in.
violation.of.PSD.preconstruction.requirements ..This.sup-
ports. the. congressional.purpose.of. the.PSD.program,. to.
protect.public.health.and.welfare.from.the.adverse.effects.










noted. above,. whether. physical. changes. to. a. facility. or. a.
change. in. a. facility’s.method.of. operations. actually. con-
stitute.a.major.modification.within.the.meaning.of.federal.
100 ..United.States.v ..American.Electric.Power.Service.Corp .,.136.F ..Supp ..2d.
808,.811.(S .D ..Ohio.2001);.United.States.v ..Murphy.Oil.USA,.Inc .,.143.F ..
Supp ..2d.1054,.1083.(W .D ..Wis ..2001);.United.States.v ..Midwest.Genera-
tion,.694.F ..Supp ..2d.999,.1008.(N .D ..Ill ..2010) .
101 ..Russell.v ..Todd,.309.U .S ..280,.289.(1940) .
102 ..42.U .S .C ..§7470(1).(2010) .
103 ..See, e.g.,.National.Parks.Conservation.Ass’n.v ..TVA.480.F .3d.410,.420.(6th.
Cir ..2007).(the.Sixth.Circuit.finding.that.because.claims.for.civil.penalties.













that. requires. consideration. of. whether. liability. can. pass.
between.parties.under.the.CAA.as.well.as.whether.a.party.
who.no.longer.controls.a.facility.has.the.ability.or.respon-













time.of. construction.or. a.modification ..Second,.whether.
the.former.owners,.who.initially.violated.the.Act,.can.be.
held. accountable. for. that. violation.when. they. no. longer.
own.the.facility.in.question.and.thereby.are.not.themselves.
continuing.to.violate.the.act .
1. Successor Liability of Current Owners for 







operation.for.these.same.reasons ..Yet,. these. facilities.also.
are.required.to.operate.within.the.parameters.of.the.CAA.





104 ..See supra,.note.31 .
105 ..United. States. v .. Louisiana. Generating,. No .. 100-JJB-CN,. 2011. WL.
6012997. (M .D .. La ..Dec .. 1,. 2011);.New. Jersey. v .. Reliant. Energy.Mid-
Atlantic.Power.Holdings,.No ..07-CV-5298,.2009.WL.3234438.(E .D ..Pa ..
Sept ..20,.2009);.United.States.v ..MPM.Contractors,.763.F ..Supp ..488.(D ..
Kan ..1991);.United.States.v ..EME.Homer.City.Generation,.823.F ..Supp ..
2d.247,.274,.41.20326.(W .D ..Pa ..Oct ..12,.2011);.United.States.v ..Midwest.
Generation,.781.F ..Supp ..2d.677,.41.ELR.20123.(N .D ..Ill ..2011);.New.
York. v ..Niagara.Mohawk.Power.Corp.,. 263.F .. Supp .. 2d.650. (W .D .N .Y ..
2003);.Sierra.Club.v ..Morgan,.No ..07-C-251-S,.2007.WL.3287850.(W .D ..
Wis ..Nov ..7,.2007) .




of. another,. it. does. not. also. acquire. the. liabilities. of. the.
former. corporation .106. However,. courts. have. carved. out.
four. exceptions. to. this. general. rule:. (1)  where. the. pur-
chaser. expressly. or. impliedly. agrees. to. the. liabilities. of.







their.application.by.statute .108.Therefore,. the.first. inquiry.
is.to.determine.whether.Congress.intended.to.preclude.the.
transfer.of.liability.under.the.CAA .
Civil. enforcement. under. the.CAA. is. governed. by. 42.
U .S .C ..§7413(b) ..Under.this.provision,.the.Administrator.
has.the.power.to.commence.a.civil.action.against
any. person. that. is. the. owner. or. operator. of. an. affected.
source,. a. major. emitting. facility,. or. major. stationary.
source,.and may, in the case of any other person,.commence.
a.civil.action.for.a.permanent.or.temporary.injunction,.or.








partnership, association,.State,.municipality .  .  .  .”111
The. text. of. the. foregoing. provisions. does. not. support.
an. argument. that. Congress. expressly. excluded. the. pos-
sibility. of. transfer. of. liability. under. the.CAA .. A. logical.
interpretation.of.these.provisions,.particularly.the.language.
in.§7413(b),.stating.“in the case of any other person,”.dem-
onstrates,.if.anything,.acquiescence.to.transfer.of.liability.





106 ..Gordon.L ..Clark,.Liability of Corporation for Debts of Predecessor,.149.A .L .R ..
787.(1944) .
107 ..Id.;.see, e.g.,.Mozingo.v ..Correct.Mfg .,.752.F .2d.168,.174.(5th.Cir ..1985) .
108 ..See, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Mexico.Feed.and.Seed.Co .,.980.F .2d.478,.486,.23.
ELR.20461.(8th.Cir ..1992).(“corporate.successor.liability.is.so.much.part.
and.parcel.of.corporate.doctrine,. it.could.be.argued.that.Congress.would.
have.to.explicitly.exclude.successor.corporations”); see also, e.g.,.Anspec.Co ..
v ..Johnson.Controls,.Inc .,.922.F .2d.1240,.1246,.21.ELR.20497.(6th.Cir ..
1991).(describing.corporate.successor.liability.as.well-settled.law);.see also, 
e.g.,.North.Shore.Gas.v ..Salmon.Inc .,.152.F .3d.642,.28.ELR.21500.(7th.
Cir .. 1998). (compiling. cases. applying. successor. liability. in. the.CERCLA.
context),.rev’d on other grounds,.Envision.Healthcare,.Inc ..v ..PreferredOne.
Ins ..Co .,.204.F .3d.983.(7th.Cir ..2010) .
109 ..42.U .S .C ..§7413(b).(2010).(emphasis.added) .
110 ..Id..§7604(a)(3).(2010).(emphasis.added) .
111 ..Id..§7602(e).(2010).(emphasis.added) .
112 ..No ..100-JJB-CN,.2011.WL.6012997,.at.*8.(M .D ..La ..Dec ..1,.2011) .
for.the.District.of.Kansas.made.a.similar.finding,.in.United 
States v. MPM Contractors,113.permitting.the.transfer.of.lia-
bility.to.a.successor.corporation.under.the.third.exception.







text .115.CERCLA.imposes.liability.on.“any.person.who at 
the time of disposal.of.any.hazardous. substance.owned.or.
operated.any.facility.at.which.such.hazardous.substances.
were. disposed. of .”116. Additionally,. CERCLA. defines.
“person”. to. include. any. “individual,. firm,. corporation,.











of.Illinois,.in.United States v. Midwest Generation,118.inter-
preted.the.CAA.to.not.permit.successor.liability ..However,.
the.court.did.not.dispute.that.Congress.did.not.expressly.
prohibit. transfer. of. liability;. instead,. the. court. held. that.
the.CAA. is. a. “quasi-criminal”. statute,. and. therefore. lia-
bility. can.only. attach. to. those.who. actually. violated. the.
statute .119.This.decision.was.based.on.the.“context”.of.the.
statute.rather.than.the.language.used.by.Congress ..While.
the. CAA. does. provide. for. potential. criminal. penalties,.
the.court’s.reasoning.in.Midwest Generation.is.misplaced ..
Criminal.enforcement.under.the.CAA.is.permitted.under.
42.U .S .C ..§7413(c) ..This.section.authorizes.the.imposition.
of.criminal. liability.on.“[a]ny.person.who.knowingly.vio-
lates.any.requirement.or.prohibition.of. .  .  ..section.7475(a).
of. this. title. (relating. to.preconstruction. requirements). or.
under.section.7477.of.this.title.(relating.to.preconstruction.





113 ..763.F ..Supp ..488,.493-95.(D ..Kan ..1991) .
114 ..42.U .S .C ..§§9601-9675,.ELR.Stat ..CERCLA.§§101-405 .
115 ..North.Shore.Gas.v ..Salmon.Inc .,.152.F .3d.642,.649,.28.ELR.21500.(7th.
Cir ..1998).(compiling.cases.permitting.successor.liability.under.CERCLA);.
see also, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Carolina.Transformer.Co .,.978.F .2d.832,.23.
ELR.20365.(4th.Cir ..1992);.see also, e.g.,.Anspec.Co.v ..Johnson.Controls.
Inc .,.922.F .2d.1240,.21.ELR.20497.(6th.Cir ..1991) .
116 ..42.U .S .C ..§9607(a)(2).(2010).(emphasis.added) .
117 ..Id..§9601(21) .
118 ..781.F ..Supp ..2d.677,.688,.41.ELR.20123.(N .D ..Ill ..2011) .
119 ..Id.
120 ..42.U .S .C ..7413(c)(1).(2010) .
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court.in.Midwest Generation.erred.by.considering.the.CAA.
as. a. whole. a. “quasi-criminal”. statute;. criminal. and. civil.
enforcement.are.provided.for.separately ..Therefore,.transfer.
of. liability. should.be.permissible.under. the.Act,. and. the.
case.law.supporting.that.reasoning.is.persuasive .
The. second. inquiry. to. determine.whether. a. successor.
owner.of.a.facility.has.failed.to.comply.with.CAA.precon-
struction. requirements. necessarily. depends. on. whether.
that.violation.was.a.discrete.past.violation.or. is.ongoing ..
Several.courts,.adopting.the.majority.position.discussed.in.
Part. II .A .,121. have. held. that. liability. cannot. pass. to. suc-
cessor. owners. because. the. violation. was. complete. prior.
to.their.ownership .122.As.discussed.at.length.in.Part.II .A ..
of. this. Article,. the. Act’s. PSD. preconstruction. require-
ments. contemplate. ongoing. obligations. and. thereby. lead.
to. continuing. violations. for. each. day. of. operation.with-
out.complying ..Under.this.interpretation,.the.purchaser.is.
buying.a. facility. that. is.operating.out.of.compliance.and.
thereby. itself. violates. the. Act. when. operating. that. facil-
ity .. Although. the. purchaser. may. have. had. no. intention.
to.avoid.PSD.compliance,.it.purchased.a.facility.exposed.
to.environmental.liability,.and.that.party.violates.the.Act.
by.operating.a. facility.not. in.compliance.with.the.CAA ..
Therefore,.we.must.determine.whether.an.exception.to.the.
traditional.rule.against.successor.liability.exists .
The. first. well-accepted. exception. to. the. rule. against.
successor. liability. is,. “(1)  where. the. purchaser. expressly.
or.impliedly.agrees.to.the.liabilities.of.the.predecessor .”123.
Environmental. liabilities.are.commonly.transferred.when.
facilities,. such.as.grandfathered.power.plants,. are. sold .124.
If. the. purchasing. corporation. agrees. to. accept. the. envi-
ronmental.liabilities.associated.with.the.facility.they.pur-





121 ..See supra.note.38 .
122 ..New.York. v ..Niagara.Mohawk.Power.Corp.,. 263.F .. Supp .. 2d.650,. 668-
69. (W .D .N .Y .. 2003). (the. purchaser. had. “neither. the. obligation. nor. the.
ability. to.comply.with. the.mandates.of.42.U .S .C ..§7475(a)”.and. such.a.
violation.“does.not.give.rise.to.a.cause.of.action.against.the.[purchaser]”);.
United.States.v ..EME.Homer.City.Generation,.823.F ..Supp ..2d.247,.285,.








123 ..See supra.note.107 .
124 ..See, e.g.,.United.States.v ..Louisiana.Generating,.No ..100-JJB-CN,.2011.WL.
6012997,.at.*1.(M .D ..La ..Dec ..1,.2011).(the.“Fifth.[Asset.Purchase.Agree-
ment].APA.called.for.the.Defendant.to.assume.any.environmental.liabilities.
that. attached. to. the. owner. of. the. acquired. assets”);. see also, e.g.,.United.
States.v ..Midwest.Generation,.781.F ..Supp ..2d.677,.689,.41.ELR.20123.
(N .D ..Ill ..2011).(asset.sale.agreement.including.a.provision.stating.“(a) En-
vironmental liabilities . . . (i) responsibility.for.compliance.and.liability.for.
any.non-compliance.by.the.assets.with.environmental.law.(including.fines,.
























In. conclusion,. courts.must. permit. transfer. of. liability.
to. a. purchaser.where. an. asset. transfer. agreement. assigns.




tional. rule. against. successor. liability,. and. it.would.make.
more.sense.to.assign.liability.to.the.former.owners.of.the.
violating.facility .
2. Liability to Former Owners After Transfer 






are.made. in. a. free.market,. and. such. a. provision. is. not.
a. legal. requirement.of. sale ..Consequently,. there.may.be.
instances. where. a. purchaser. refuses. to. agree. to. accept.
environmental. liabilities. of. the. former. owner. and. the.
sale. is. completed.without. such. a. provision .. Some. party.
must.be.accountable.for.the.ongoing.PSD.violation.in.this.
instance;.otherwise.the.sale.of.the.facility.would.create.a.
perverse. incentive. for. neither. party. to. allocate. environ-
mental. responsibilities,. because. failing. to. do. so. would.
allow.both.to.avoid.responsibility .
125 ..Louisiana Generating,.No ..100-JJB-CN,.2011.WL.6012997,.at.*9 .
126 ..See, e.g.,.Niagara Mohawk,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.669;.see also, e.g.,.EME Homer,.
823.F ..Supp ..2d.at.287;.Morgan,.2007.WL.3287850,.at.*7 .
127 ..New.Jersey.v ..Reliant.Energy.Mid-Atlantic.Power.Holdings,.No ..07-CV-
5298,.2009.WL.3234438,.at.**12-13.(E .D ..Pa ..Sept ..20,.2009) .
128 ..Id.
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If. the. former. owner. of. a. CAA-violating. facility. fails.





that. a.PSD.violation. is.ongoing,. the. former.owner. is.no.
longer.the.party.operating.the.plant .129.If.a.suit.is.brought.
in.time.to.attach. legal.penalties. to.a. former.owner,. that.
does. provide. some. incentive. to. comply. with. the. CAA ..
However,.it.is.the.judiciary’s.power.under.the.Act.to.issue.
an.injunction.ordering.compliance.with.the.Act.that.will.
cure. the. violation ..This. issue. has. been. raised. in. several.
cases.considering.transfer.of.ownership.following.a.PSD.
violation,.yet.none.have.enjoined.a.former.owner .130.These.
courts. have. struggled.with. assigning. injunctive. relief. to.







for. violations .. Under. §7413(b),. the. Administrator. may.
fashion.such.relief.“as.appropriate,.in.the.case.of.any.per-
son.that.is.the.owner.or.operator.of.an.affected.source. .  .  ..
and.may,.in.the.case.of.any other person,.commence.a.civil.




In.this. scenario,. the. former.owner,.due.to. limitations.on.
successor. liability,.may.retain.responsibility. for. the.origi-






In.Reliant Energy. and.Midwest Generation,133. the. dis-
trict.courts’.primary.basis. for.precluding.injunctive.relief.
129 ..Niagara Mohawk,.263.F ..Supp ..2d.at.663,.665.(permitting.civil.penalties.
against.the.former.owner.of.a.violating.facility.brought.within.the.five-year.
statute.of.limitations.period) .
130 ..Reliant Energy,.2009.WL.3234438,.at.**16-17;.EME Homer,.823.F ..Supp ..
2d.at.288-90;.United.States.v ..Midwest.Generation,.781.F ..Supp ..2d.677,.
684-85,.41.ELR.20123.(N .D ..Ill ..2011) .
131 ..EME Homer,.823.F ..Supp ..2d.at.290.(finding.no.danger.of.“recurrent.vio-
lation”. for. the. “wholly.past. failures. to.obtain.pre-construction.permits”);.




“a.legal.remedy,.[ ].not.injunctive.relief .”);.Midwest Generation,.781.F ..Supp ..
2d.at.685.(indicating.acceptance.of.the.holding.in.Reliant Energy) .
133 ..Reliant Energy,.2009.WL.3234438,.at.*17.(finding.a. remedy. forcing. the.
former.owner.of.the.plant.to.implement./.fund.the.appropriate.air.pollution.
control.equipment.was.essentially.a.legal.remedy.not.injunctive.relief );.Mid-





courts. reasoned. that. because. the. former. owners. no. lon-
ger.had.control.of.the.facilities,.they.could.not.retrofit.the.
plants. themselves,. and. an. order.merely. seeking. the. pay-
ment.of.money.was.akin.to.a.legal.penalty .134.However,.as.
noted.by.Judge.Richard.Posner.in.United States v. Apex Oil 
Co.,.“[t]hat.equitable.remedies.are.always.orders.to.act.or.
not.to.act,.rather.than.to.pay,.is.a.myth;.equity.often.orders.






that. forcing. the. defendants. to. incur. the. cost. to. remedi-
ate.the.waste.site.was.within.the.court’s.equitable.author-
ity.because.an.equitable. remedy.may. impose.a.cost.on.a.






















between. the. plaintiff. and. defendant;. and. (4)  the. public.
interest.would.not.be.disserved.by.an.injunction .142.Balanc-
ing.these.considerations.in.the.instance.of.a.noncomplying.
CAA.major. emitting. source. supports. the. issuance. of. an.




134 ..See supra.notes.131.and.132 .
135 ..579.F .3d.734,.736,.39.ELR.20189.(7th.Cir ..2009).(compiling.cases) .




140 ..United.States.v ..EME.Homer.City.Generation,.823.F ..Supp ..2d.247,.at.288,.
41.20326.(W .D ..Pa ..Oct ..12,.2011) .
141 ..See, e.g.,.Frank’s.GMC.v ..General.Motors.Corp .,.847.F .2d.100,.102.(3d.Cir ..
1988) .
142 ..Monsanto.Co ..v ..Geerston.Seed.Farms,.130.S ..Ct ..2743,.2756,.40.ELR.
20167.(2010).(quoting.eBay.v ..MercExchange,.547.U .S ..388,.391.(2006)) .
143 ..See supra.note.9 .











ongoing. requirements.of. the.Act’s.PSD.program ..Other-
wise,.the.former.owner.of.the.facility.has.not.relieved.him-
self.of.the.burden.of.complying.with.the.Act,.and.should.
be. subject. to.an. injunction.designed. to. facilitate.compli-
ance.with.the.Act .
III. Conclusion
The. sheer. volume. of.NOx. and. SO2. emissions. each. year.





associated. with. identifying.major. emitting. facilities. that.
have.made.major.modifications ..This.repeatedly.results.in.







demonstrates. that. the. proper. interpretation. of. the.CAA.










cation. of. liability. among. former. owners. and. purchasers ..
The.CAA.is.properly.construed.to.permit.successor.liabil-
ity,.and.in.the.event.of.an.asset.transfer.agreement.passing.
liability. to. the. purchaser,. that. party. should. be. account-
able.for.the.ongoing.PSD.violations ..In.the.alternative,.if.
the. former. owner. fails. to. pass. liability. to. the. purchaser,.
the.former.owner.should.be.subject.to.civil.penalties,.if.the.
action.is.filed.within.five.years.of.the.sale,.or.subject.to.an.
injunction.designed. to.bring. the. facility. into.compliance.
with.the.Act .
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